WORDSEARCH

Here's a wordsearch full of 20 Viking words. Can you find them all?

MIDGARD  LOTTAMIDGARD  LOTTAGRUD  VALI
NIDHOGG  ODINAWFULRICK  VALIKRUD  ASGARD
LOKI  SCOLDVIKING  YGGDRASIL
WHETSTONE  VALKYRIE
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WHAT AM I?

Whetstone wants to get to Helheim,
He will need this without fail.
Lotta's in big trouble,
And Loki's got one made of (toe) nails.
What am I?

Now you have solved for the word, why not have a go at creating your own with the rune letters!

RUNE ALPHABET

Macmillan Children’s Books
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SPOT THE DIFFERENCE

There are 8 differences between the below maps of Midgard. Can you find them?

1. Asgard sign
2. Compass direction
3. Cave face
4. Veg patch
5. Windmill
6. Bog
7. Thieves camp
8. Dragon
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